## Reading Room News

**DATE**

December 2016

**HOURS**

Calendar of current opening hours:

[bit.ly/RRhours](bit.ly/RRhours)

The Reading Room will be **open Mondays-Fridays during exams** (December 6-21), but check the schedule for actual opening hours.

The Reading Room will be **closed** for the holidays from the end of exams until the start of classes (December 22-January 2).

**NOTES**

The [Course Reserve list](http://www.bit.ly/RRreserves) for Fall 2016 (Term 1) can be viewed at:

[bit.ly/RRreserves](bit.ly/RRreserves)

The list for Winter 2017 (Term 2) will be available in mid-December.

Visit our [Facebook](http://www.facebook.com/ICICS.CS.ReadingRoom) page:

facebook.com/ICICS.CS.ReadingRoom

Follow us on [Twitter](http://www.twitter.com/ICCSReadingRoom) to find out about new books, articles and journals:

@ICCSReadingRoom

**NEW BOOKS & MEDIA**

Computational models of visual processing / edited by Michael S. Landy and J. Anthony Movshon

QP 475 C62 1991

Digital signal processing : principles, algorithms, and applications. 4th ed. / John G. Proakis, Dimitris G. Manolakis

TK 5102.9 P757 2007

Dylan : an object-oriented and dynamic language / Apple Computer, Inc.

QA 76.73 D95 D95 1992

Not exactly : in praise of vagueness / Dr Kees van Deemter

B 105 V33 D44 2010
NEW BOOKS continued

Smarter, faster, better: the secrets of being productive in life and business / Charles Duhigg
BF 637 S8 D845 2016

Software ownership transfer: evolving knowledge transfer for the agile world / Vinod Sankaranarayanan
QA 76.76 D47 S26 2017

The Mind’s eye: readings from Scientific American / with introductions by Jeremy M. Wolfe
WW 105 M66 1986

To Pixar and beyond: my unlikely journey with Steve Jobs to make entertainment history / Lawrence Levy
PN 1998.3 L4673 A3 2016

JOURNALS

ACM Transactions on Graphics v.35 n.5 Sept 2016

BC Business v.44 n.10 Nov 2016

Business in Vancouver no.1409 (Nov 1-7, 2016); no.1410 (Nov 8-14, 2016);
no.1411 (Nov 15-21, 2016)
SUPPLEMENT: Meeting Places BC 2017

Circuit Cellar no.315 (Oct 2016); no.316 (Nov 2016)

Communications of the ACM v.59 n.11 Nov 2016

Computer v.49 n.11 Nov 2016

Computing Reviews v.57 n.11 Nov 2016

Discover v.37 n.10 Dec 2016

Economist v. 421 n.9013 (Oct 29-Nov 4, 2016); v.421 n.9014 (Nov 5-11, 2016);
v.421 n.9015 (Nov 12-18, 2016); v.421 n.9016 (Nov 19-25, 2016)

Engineering and Technology v.11 n.10 Nov 2016

IEEE Canadian Review no.76 Fall 2016

IEEE Spectrum v.53 n.11 Nov 2016

Maclean’s v.129 n.44 (Nov 7, 2016) — 2017 University Rankings; v.129 n.45 (Nov 14, 2016); v.129 n.46 (Nov 21, 2016)

Mathematical Programming Series A v.160 n.1-2 Nov 2016 — SAMPLE

MIT Technology Review v.119 n.6 Nov/Dec 2016

Nature Nanotechnology v.11 n.10 Oct 2016
SUPPLEMENT: Focus on post lithium-ion batteries

Nature v.538 n.7625 (Oct 20, 2016); v.538 n.7626 (Oct 27, 2016); v.539 n.7627 (Nov 3, 2016); v.539 n.7628 (Nov 10, 2016)
SUPPLEMENT: Index 2016 Australia & New Zealand